We-Space Experiment in Higher Consciousness
With Stephen Busby
Ireland, 23-30 November 2019
Listen to the impulse to gather in certain configurations and locations, for you draw upon much
more of yourselves when you do so, in service to more than you know. Learn to receive each other,
to share inner life, and you will be acting creatively upon those portals of possibility with which
many of you are here to align. Explore yourselves through an inner and intimate unfoldment which
is collective; you will be expanding the potentials in your cultures while strengthening your
cooperation with the non-physical realms. Work with whatever invites or challenges you; infill your
experiments with a vigorous and loving care for each other and you will come to embody where
next you are to realize yourselves in reciprocity. Allow yourselves to feel guided in your encounters
and attend to wherever seems to you most vibrationally potent, for there will you be nourished and
will attract to yourselves that support most attuned to your deeper needs. Know too that there are no
apparently external collective crises upon which you do not have sovereign agency, and that the point
of all power lies only within the focus of your awareness, your love.
We-Space is an experimental way of gathering and working to which many of us are called, where we
learn to ground and stabilize at higher dimensions of consciousness together. Through relational and
group processes we form an intimate container, inviting each other to discern the movements and
potential under the surface of everyday life. There is insight into how we hold back from awakening to
our true nature, enabling us to release structures at individual and collective levels which no longer serve
us, and to open to next steps.
This opportunity is for practitioners of Stephen’s higher consciousness work who are able to hold a level
of sustained presence and are willing to take responsibility for their own personal processes while
supporting others in theirs. You will strengthen your capacity for a next level of human unfoldment as part
of a planetary-wide movement in consciousness, and emphasis will be placed on honouring our evolution
as a ‘we’ rather than on individual development. This is not a workshop therefore; it is a call to higher
responsibility as, through expanded awareness, we become more available and responsive to collective
dynamics in the world: an urgent evolutionary imperative.
During this week we will be caring together for every aspect of our lives, inside and outside group sessions.
Our work will unfold in emergent ways, and Stephen will attend and lead at least one of the daily
sessions, guided by the intelligence he attunes to through the subtle realms.
If you feel called to take part please contact the organisational team at wespaceireland@gmail.com. You
will then receive additional information on the experiment - conditions, price, booking and securing a
place - and on the online preparation work for our week together, which will start on 20 August.
Please be aware that places are likely to fill rapidly and that bookings will need to be completed by 21 July
2019.

